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Meisters has proved that if a/,9 is a suitable irrational number, where oi > 0, 
p > 0, then there are distributions (in the sense of Schwartz) S and T on [w 
such that 6’ = S - S, + T - T, , where 6’ is the derivative of the Dirac 
d-function, and where S, and T, are the translates of S and T by oi and B, 
respectively. The present note gives explicit formulas for S and T, for which 
Meisters gave only the Fourier transforms. S and T contain the Cesaro 1 sums 
of infinite series of 6’ distributions so translated as to fill out (uniformly in a 
certain sense) the intervals (0, 8) and (0, CL), respectively. The formulas make 
possible a direct verification of the mutual cancellation of the distributions in 
the combination S - S, + T - T, , which happens in such a way as to leave 
only the residuum 6’ at the origin of R. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], G. H. Meisters proved that a translation-invariant functional 
on any of the usual spaces of test functions for distributions is 
necessarily continuous, hence is a distribution, hence is a constant 
(because its partial derivatives are zero-the continuity of the func- 
tional permits one to take the limits of the difference quotients, 
which are themselves zero), In the course of the proof, Meisters 
obtained a rather astonishing intermediate result, which can be stated 
in the notation of generalized functions, in the one-dimensional case, 
as follows: If 01 and p are positive numbers such that a//3 is irrational 
but is not a Liouville transcendental, then there are two distributions 
S(t) and T(t), both of compact support, such that 
8’(t) = As(t) - qt - a) + T(t) - qt - j?), (1) 
where 8(t) is the Dirac a-distribution, and where S(t - a) and 
T(t - /3) are the indicated translates of the distributions S(t) and T(t). 
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The purpose of the present note is to analyze the structure of 
distributions S(t) and T(t) that satisfy an equation of the form (I), 
and to give explicit formulas for one choice of them, from which 
equation (1) can be verified directly. Clearly, S(t) and T(t) must be 
rather complicated, in order to achieve complete cancellation on the 
right side of (1) in the intervals (- co, 0) and (0, + co) and still leave 
as residuum the distribution 6’ concentrated at the origin. The note 
closes with a few remarks on similar decompositions of 8(t) itself. 
2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
It will be seen below that, for Meister’s solution of Eq. (l), the 
supports of S(t) and T(t) are the intervals [0, p] and [0, a] respectively. 
These supports are minimal, in the following sense: A solution with 
more extended supports can be found easily, for given 01 and p, 
but it will be proved (Theorem 1) that if the supports are bounded 
and if the support of S(t) is contained in [0, p], then the supports 
fill out the entire intervals [0, /3] and [0, ~1, respectively. 
LEMMA 1. If supp S(t) C [0, /3] and supp T(t) is bounded, then 
suPP T(t) C [O, 4. 
Proof. Let [a, b] be th e smallest interval that contains the support 
of T(t). If a were <O, then all terms in (1) except T(t) would be 
zero in the interval (- co, min(O, a + 1)); hence T(t) would be zero 
there, and that would contradict the assumption that [a, b] is the 
smallest interval that contains the support of T(t). Therefore, a > 0. 
A similar argument shows that b + p < 01 + /3. 
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FIGURE 1 
In the proof of Theorem 1, below, it will be assumed, for con- 
creteness, that /3 = 1 and 01 = d/z (CY could equally well be any other 
irrational, with minor modification of the proof). The supports and 
signs of the terms in (1) are then as indicated schematically in Fig. 1. 
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From the figure, or from Eq. (I), it is seen that the following relations 
must hold in the stated intervals: 
For O<t<l, s(t) + T(t) = 0; 
For 1 < t < ~‘2, T(t) - T(t - 1) = 0; (2) 
For v’Z<~< 1/Z+l, S(t - d2) + T(t - 1) = 0. 
By a translation by unity, the last of these equations can be rewritten 
as follows: 
For ~‘2-1 <t< ~‘2, S(t - d2 + 1) $- T(t) = 0; (3) 
this result can be combined with the first equation of (2) to give: 
For d/Z-l <t<l, qt - 4-2 + 1) = S(t). (4) 
This equation says that the behavior of S(t) in the subinterval 
(0, 2 - 2/Z) m (0, 0.6) is identical with its behavior in the sub- 
interval (2/2 - 1, 1) m (0.4, 1). 
An infinite sequence of relations of this type will now be obtained. 
Generally, two subintervals (a, a + 7) and (b, b + 7) of (0, 1) are 
called equivalent (with respect to S(t)) if S(a + t) = S(b + t) for all t 
in (0, 7). It was found above that (0, 1) is the union of two equivalent 
overlapping intervals of length 2 - &? m 0.6. By further similar 
manipulation of the equations (2), (3), (4), further sets of equivalent 
intervals (a, a + 7) that cover (0, 1) can be found, and are as follows: 
2nd set: four intervals of length 77 = 42 - 1 RS 0.414; initial 
points a = 0, 3 - 2 &!, 2/Z? - 1, 2 - d/2; 
3rd set: six intervals of length 7 = 3 d/z - 4 w 0.243; initial 
points a = 0, 3 - 2 2/Z, 6 - 4 d\/2, dZ - 1, 2 - 1/Z, 5 - 3 z/Z; 
etc. 
THEOREM 1. If (1) holds, and if the supports of S(t) and T(t) lie 
in [0, l] and [0, CL], respectively, then the supports are these entire 
intervals, and the distribution S(t) is homogeneous in (0, 1) in the 
following sense: Given any E > 0, there is an 7 in (0, c) such that the 
interval (0, 1) is covered by a set of equivalent subintervals of length q. 
(It will be seen later that T(t) is similarly homogeneous in (0, cx).) 
Proof (for (Y = 2/Z). An infinite sequence of these sets will be 
constructed, starting with the 2nd and 3rd sets above, such that each 
set covers (0, 1) and such that, if qn is the length of the intervals 
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in the n-th set, then qn + 0, as n -+ co. It is observed first that 
if two equivalent intervals of the n-th set overlap by more than half 
their common length, say by q’, where b, < q’ < 7%) then an 
initial part, of length q’, of each interval is equivalent to a final part, 
of length q’, of the same interval; i.e., if (a, b) is one of the intervals 
referred to in the n-th set, then the two smaller intervals (a, a + 7’) 
and (b - q’, b) are equivalent, and together they cover (a, b). Then, 
each one of the intervals of the n-th set (since they are all equivalent) 
is similarly covered by two intervals of length T’, and all these 
intervals of length 7’ are equivalent, and they can be taken as forming 
the (n + I)-st set (after possibly discarding some duplications); then, 
qn+i is equal to 7’. Now, two intervals (a, b) and (c, d) are said to 
abut if b = c (or a = d). The 2nd and 3rd sets both have intervals 
that abut at the point t, = z/2 - 1 (and also other pairs of abutting 
intervals), and every subsequent set will have a pair of intervals 
that abut at t, . In the n-th set there is at least one interval (a, a + qn) 
that contains the point t, . The construction will be such that 
(to - a)/~, is irrational; hence, one of the two intervals which abut 
at t, overlaps (a, a + 7,) by more than & , and the above construc- 
tion can be used to generate the (n + I)-st set. The corresponding 
interval (a’, a’ + ~~+r) of this set (i.e., the interval that contains to) 
is given explicitly by the following rules: 
If t, - a > a + 71n - t, ) 
then ~~+i = t, - a, a’ = Tn + 2a - t,; 
If t, - a < a + -qn - t, ) 
then T,+~ = a + 71L - t, , a’ = a. 
In either case, if (t, - u)/q, is irrational, as in the 2nd and 3rd sets 
above, then (to - a’)/~,+~ is also irrational; this shows (after the 
obvious induction) that t, - a can never be equal to a + 7% - t, . 
Lastly, to show that rln + 0, it suffices to observe that after the 
(n + l)-st set has been generated, the smaller of the two numbers 
t, - a and a + 77% - t, also becomes a member of the sequence (73, 
say %a’ Y after at most a finite number of steps. Since ~~1 < b, , 
it follows that qn. --f 0. The statement about the support of s(t) is 
now obvious; it then follows from the first equation of (2) and equation 
(3) that T(t) cannot vanish in any subinterval of (0, a). 
The homogeneity of s(t) in (0, 1) can also be described in terms 
of the idea of the germ of a distribution j at a point t*; this is defined 
as the set of all distributions each of which is equal to j in some open 
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interval that contains t*. If t* is any point in (0, l), then there is 
a set of values of t, dense in (0, l), at each of which S(t) has the same 
germ as at t*, namely the set 
{t = t* + nol - [t” + ml] : 71 = 0, fl, k-2,...) 
(where [x] denotes the greatest integer <x), provided t* is not one 
of the numbers 
t, = na - [ml; (5) 
with respect to numbers of this form, the following is true: S(t) has 
the same germ at t, , t, ,..., and it also has the same germ (possibly 
different from the preceding one) at t-i , t-a ,... . 
3. THE DISTRIBUTIONS GIVEN BY MEISTERS 
Equation (9) and (10) of [l] g ive the Fourier transform s(z) of 
one possible choice of S(t), and the subsequent equations show how 
to obtain T(x) from s(x). s(z) is given by 
qz) = &i-Z fik, ak l - e-2misz ) 
/3z - k 
where the prime on C indicates that the term with k = 0 is to be 
omitted, and where ak is given by 
(7) 
it has been assumed that OJ//~ is an algebraic irrational of degree /. 
Liouville’s theorem on how hard it is to approximate algebraic 
numbers by rationals then has the consequence that 
as was shown by Meisters. 
The starting point of the present section is the inversion of the 
Fourier transform, to get S(t) from s(z). The presence of z!+~ in (6) 
introduces (( 1/2rri)(d/dt))“+” in S(t); the factor (1 - e-““@)/(j3z - k) 
in (6) is the Fourier transform of 
2ti - eenrktfe x(t), 
B 
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where x(t) is the characteristic function of the interval [0, p]. There- 
fore, S(t) is the distribution 
More explicitly, S(t) is the linear functional (S, e), whose value for 
any test function y in Cm is 
where 
g(t) = ifi (&+l 
(1 _ e-2niak/B)-1 e2n<kt/i3* 
--m 
(9) 
The sum that appears in these equations is an absolutely (hence, 
uniformly) convergent Fourier series, according to (8); this justifies 
inverting the Fourier transform term-by-term. Owing to the presence 
of x(t), the support of S(t) is contained in the interval [0, /?I. From 
this and Eq. (1) 1 a one it now follows that S(t) must be homogeneous 
in (0, /3), in the sense explained in Theorem 1, above. 
From now on, it will be assumed that /3 = 1 and that 01 is a 
quadratic irrational, so that G = 2. 
LEMMA 2. At the points t, and t-, given by (5) (n = 1,2,...) 
(which are dense in (0, 1)) the function g(t) that appears in (9) and (10) 
is given explicitly, up to an additive constant, by the equations 
g(hJ = g(O) - c”m=, tY4J = g(O) + c:=1 WA 
(11) 
where 
t t2 t3 
8(t) = 12 - J- + --g- = -[(l - t). 
Furthermore, 
g(0) = Cesaro 1 Cz=‘=, [(t,). 
Proof. First, an elementary calculation shows that 
(13) 
(14) 
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From Eq. (I 0), with /3 = 1 and 8 = 2, it follows, since 
e2nikfn = pik(an-[an]) = e2nikan 
9 
that 
this is one of the equations (1 l), and the others are obtained similarly. 
Ostrowski’s theorem [2] on the uniformity of distribution of the t, 
in (0, 1) shows that 
and the integral is zero, because the Fourier series for g(t) has a 
zero constant term; hence, from the previous equation, 
as was claimed. 
4. EXPLICIT FORMULAS 
Theorem 1 suggests the study of a distribution having the form 
x;s1 [aS(t - tn) + bS(t - ten)], w ic h’ h is one of the simplest possible 
nonconstant distributions having the kind of homogeneity described 
in the theorem. To obtain convergence (in the sense of convergence 
of distributions), it is necessary to set b = --a and to use Ceshro 1 
summation. It will be seen that the result is a distribution that is 
well defined in (0, l), namely, with a = 1, 
f = CesLo 1 I,"=, [S(t - tn) - S(t - tn)]. 
LEMMA 3. If p)(t) is of class Cm (OY even C5) on R and satis-es 
the equations CJ+~)(O) = q~(~)(l), for i = 0, 1,2, 3, then 
(S, q) = ; (f’, p) _ m) 1 p’(l) , (15) 
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where S is Me&r’s distribution (9), where 01 is a quadratic irrational, and 
(f’, v> = - Cesh-0 1 Cz=‘=, F(L) - v’(LJl. (16) 
Proof. Let v(t) = Cz=-, cke2nik6, for 0 < t < 1. Under the 
hypotheses, v, q’, y”, and #‘I, have the same values at t = 0 as at 
t = 1, while F tiV) has bounded variation; hence, ck is O(l k lh5), and 
q+(t) is given by C (2rih)4 ckeaPikl, for 0 < t < 1. Then, by (9) and 
(10) and Parseval’s relation, it is seen that 
(S, v) = zik, T2+ (1 - e2~i~k)-1(2nik)4ck . (17) 
On the other hand, if EN is defined as 
C” = I;=, (e2ninka _ e-2ninka), 
then a direct calculation shows that 
-!I- Cz=, (EN) = i cot km 
NO 
+ 
e2nika 1 _ e2nikN 0: _ e-2nikm 1 _ 
( a> e-2nikNoo) 
NoU - 
e2nikor)( 1 _ ,‘_2nika) . (18) 
Liouville’s inequality, which says that / kol - j 1 > const x / k I-l, for 
any integers k and j (k # 0) ( 01 is a quadratic irrational), implies that 
( cot knot 1 < const x / k 1 and that ! 1 - eianika 1-l < const x / k /. 
Therefore, since ck = O(l k 1e5), C’ ck cot kna converges; also, the 
last term in (18) is O(k2/N,,). If (18) is multiplied by -(2nih)ck and 
summed on K, then the left member is the Cesaro 1 partial sum of (16). 
Therefore, 
(f’, v) = -i cik, (cot nkol)(2Akc,). (19) 
To compare (17) and (19), note that 
(1 - e2nika)-1 = a[1 + i cot nka]. 
Equation (14) then shows that 
(S, cp) = 2’ (f’, I$?,> - 2’ J1 &)fp’(t) at. 
0 
The integral in this equation can be evaluated, by repeated integra- 
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tions by parts, because t(t) is merely a cubic polynomial; the value 
of the integral is 
- h [v”(l) - v”(O)] + V’(l) ‘2 V’(o) - [v(l) 
the expressions in the square brackets are zero by 
(15) follows. 
lies in (0, l), it COROLLARY. By supposing that the support of y 
is seen that Meister’s distribution S is equal, in (0, l), to &f I. 
An explicit formula for S(t) will now be derived. Let p)(t) be any 
function in CoD (with arbitrary support on KY), and write p)(t) = 
To(t) + At + Bt2 + Ct3 + Dt4, where A,..., D are so chosen that 
us satisfies the conditions &j(O) = vt’( l), i = O,..., 3, of Lemma 3. 
It is easily found that 
- dON ; 
hypothesis, and 
1 1 
A = AT - 2 Acp’ -+ n AT”, 
1 1 1 
B = z A$ - 4 A$ + 24Ay”‘, 
1 
D = z A#“, 
where dp, = ~(1) - v(O), dv’ = ~‘(1) - v’(O), etc. From (9) it 
follows that 
(S, At + Bt2 + CP + Dt4) = J^‘g(t) ($1” (At + Bt2 + CP + Dt4) dt 
0 
= 240 I’g(t) dt = 0; 
0 
the integral vanishes because the constant term in the Fourier series 
for g(t) is zero. Lemma 3 applies to the function To(t); hence, 
= - 4 CesLo 1 C,“=i [p)‘(L) - q’(t+) 
- 2B(t, - t-J - 3C(t,’ - tEn) - 4D(tn3 - &)] 
- )[p'(l) + y’(0) - 2A - 2B - 3C - 401. (21) 
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From equation (13) and the observation that t-, = 1 - t, and that 
e(t) = -[(l - t), it follows that 
2g(O) = Cesaro 1 I:=‘=, 
[i 
t * t2 t2 12 --p+2L)-(+Lj?L++L)]; 
since t, + t-, = 1, the above can be written as 
l%(O) = C&r0 1 Cz=r [(ta3 - t3,) - (t, - t-J. 
This equation is used to eliminate the cubic terms from (21); the 
quadratic terms are simplified by using t, + t-, = 1 again, lastly, 
the equations (20) are used to eliminate A, B, C and D. The result is 
(S, v> = g(O) A#” - k Cesaro 1 Cf, [p)‘(tJ - $(t+J - (t, - t-,) A$] 
(22) 
which is the promised explicit form of the functional (S, e). S itself 
can then be expressed in terms of 8(t) and its derivatives, if desired. 
The derivation of the corresponding expressions for T and for the 
translates S, and To of S by 01 and of T by p (= 1) contain one 
slightly tricky point. For instance, S, contains the Cesaro 1 sum of 
- ;x:=, b'(tn + a> - dt-n + a) - (t, - L){P'(~ + 4 -$(a)>]. (23) 
Now t, + 01 = tn+l (mod I), and t-, + cy. 3 t--n+l (mod 1); hence, if 
for each n (positive, negative, or zero), qn is an integer (= 1 or 2, if 
a = d2) such that t, + 01 = t,+l + qn+l , i.e., such that 
t, + qn e [a, 01 + I>, then 
= I:==, rv’(Gz + 4n) - v’(t-lz + P-n)1 
+ dh+1 + qN+l) + dt-, + q-d - dtl + ql) - +(t, + no). (24) 
(Note that t, + p1 = c1 and t, + q0 = t-, + 01 = 2, for 01 = fl; the 
present part of the discussion holds if 01 is any quadratic irrational 
580/9/3-7 
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between I and g .) Two of the terms in the last member of (24) 
contribute to the N,,-th Ceshro 1 partial sum of (23) an amount 
- & 12, b’@N+l + qN+l) + dt-N + q--N)]; 
by Ostrowski’s theorem, this is equal to 
- Ja+l$(t) dt + 0 (9) + +a + 1) + &z). 
a 
This contribution reverses the sign of th_e last term (&) in (22), 
zrr ;tz;terrn has been translated by 01. If LIT denotes ~(a + 1) - I, 
-9 
<S, , v> = g(0) Jym - i Ces?iro 1 Cr=, [p’(t, + 4%) 
- #(t-n + q-n) - (L - L) &‘I 
- ; [#(a + 1) + #(ol)] + &GV - ;& + &‘(a) + $(2). 
(25) 
Equations (2) and (3) h s ow that T(t) can be expressed in terms of 
S(t); namely, 
w> - S(t), 
Tt) = I-S(t - 01 + l), 
for --cc < t < 1; and 
for or-1 <t<co, (26) 
where (Y has been written for 1/Z-here, o( could be any quadratic 
irrational in (I, 2). The two parts of this equation can be combined, 
as follows: If 9 is any function in PO, y can be decomposed as 
p)(t) = tpl(t) + qa(t), where the yi are also Cm, and where the supports 
of y’1 and qua lie in the intervals (- 00, 1) and (a - 1, + CO), respec- 
tively. Then, according to (26), the action of T on ‘pa is the same 
as the action of -A’,-, on qz , hence is given by (29, but with all 
arguments of 9) reduced by 1 (however, ~.&a - I), va’(o~ - l), etc., 
are all = 0). When this is combined with 6’ - S acting on 9, , by 
means of (22) ( now, d), Al’, etc., are all zero), the terms 
vz’(t, + 9;2), where 4;, = qn - 1, combine with the corresponding 
terms cpl’(t,) from (22), whenever (fn = 0, to give y’(t,); when & = 1, 
%‘(tn + %Ln) = FJ’(L + 119 and when t, < 01 - 1, cpl’(t,) = y’(t,). 
Note that, for a given 1z, p)(t,) and cp(tn + 1) may both appear; this 
will be taken care of by writing xi,, p)‘(t, + q), where the prime 
indicates that only those values of q are to be included such that 
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0 < t, + q < 01. We write d,g, = ~(01) - v(O), etc.; the final formula 
for T is 
(T, v) = -g(O) A&” + & Cesiro 1 Cz=;, 
The translate Tp of T by /3 (= 1) is straightforward; it is only 
necessary to increase the argument of y, y’, etc., throughout, by 1 
in (27). Then, Meister’s result [l] is easily confirmed by adding 
together the various contributions to (5’ - S, + T - TB , v); the 
result is --q’(O). In this way, the following has been established: 
THEOREM 2. If S and T are given by (22) and (27), then 
6’ = S - S, + T - TO, in agreement with the conclusion of Meisters. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. The terms in y” and @” can be omitted from the equations 
(22) and (27) for S and T, and Eq. (1) still holds. Then, S and T 
have terms containing S(t) and its first derivative, but no higher 
derivatives. This does not contradict Meister’s conclusion that the 
order of S and T must be at least 2, because S and T contain 
infinitely many such terms densely distributed in (0, /3) and in (0, CL) 
respectively. (It is recalled that the order of a distribution f is the 
smallest integer k such that f is the k-th derivative of a measure; 
S(t) is a measure.) 
2. If S and 5? denote the indefinite integrals of S and T, then 
S(t) = s(t) - qi! - m) + T(t) - qt - #6). (28) 
Clearly, s” and T cannot have compact supports, for if they did, 
both sides of the above equation could be applied to the test function 
93 = 1, with “1 = 0” as result. Outside the supports of S and T, 
S and p are constants, and 
s(p+> - S(O-> = J, S(t) dt, !&Y+) - p(O-) = j- T(t) dt. 
R 
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If (28) is applied to a test function (in Corn) that is E 1 for t in the 
interval [0, o( + p], it is seen that 
l=ol j 
08 
S(t) dt + /3 j T(t) dt. 
R 
If S and T are given by (22) and (27), where p = 1, then 
.r S(t) dt = 0, I T(t)dt = 1, R R 
in agreement with (29). 
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